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Abstract
In this paper we study the parallelization of PCGLS, a basic iterative method which main idea is to organize the computation of conjugate gradient method with preconditioner applied to normal equations. Two
important schemes are discussed. What is the best possible data distribution and which communication network topology is most suitable for solving least squares problems on massively parallel distributed memory
computers. A theoretical model of data distribution and communication phases is presented which allows
us to give a detail execution time complexity analysis and to investigate its usefulness. It is shown that the
implementation of PCGLS, with a row-block decomposition of the coefficient matrix, on a ring of communication structure is the most efficient choice. Performance tests of the developed parallel PCGLS algorithm
have been carried out on the massively distributed memory system Parsytec and experimental timing results
are compared with the theoretical execution time complexity analysis.

1 Introduction
Many scientific and engineering applications such as linear programming [5], augmented Lagrangian methods
for CFD [12], the natural factor method in partial differential equations [3, 14], tomography [30], seismic
modeling [29], control theory [23], mechanical system and signal analysis [24], robotics [25], and structural
analysis give rise to the least squares problems with a large and sparse coefficient matrix  . Excellent surveys
of work in this area are [4, 11]. Minimizing by solving the normal equations is a common and often efficient
approach, because  is symmetric and positive definite and it can be solved by using conjugate gradient
method with preconditioner which was developed in the early 1950’s by Hestenes and Stiefel [15]. The resulting
method, PCGLS, is used as the basic iterative method to solve the least squares problems. Although this method
does not explicitly form the normal equations, the rate of convergence still relies on the spectrum of    .
Preconditioning techniques that accelerate the convergence of these methods have received extensive attention
in the literature [1, 22].
In many situations, especially when matrix operations are well-structured, these operations are suitable for
implementation on vector and share memory parallel computers [9, 10]. But for parallel distributed memory
machines the picture is entirely different. In general the matrices and the vectors are distributed over the processors, so that even when the matrix operations can be implemented efficiently by parallel operations, we can not
avoid the communication required for information exchange. About discussions on how to reduce the communication costs on distributed memory systems, see [6, 7, 8, 20]. In a word, these communication costs become
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relatively more and more important when the number of the parallel processors is increased and thus they have
the potential to affect the scalability of the algorithm in a negative way [7].
We are also highly concerned with preconditioners for massively parallel distributed memory computers
because the preconditioning part is often the most problematic part in a parallel environment. The preconditioning techniques have been studied by many authors. In our paper we will focus on the Incomplete Modified
Gram-Schmidt (IMGS) preconditioner, a class of incomplete QR factorization preconditioners, because their
existences can be guaranteed [26].
Here, we present the functional aspects of parallelizing the PCGLS method for solving least squares problems. Parallelism is realized by decomposition of the problem. This can be a task decomposition or a data
decomposition [13]. In the first case the problem is divided into a number of tasks that can be executed in
parallel, and in the second case the data are divided into groups and the work on these grains is performed in
parallel. The parallel parts of the problem are assigned to processing elements. In most case the parallel parts
must exchange information. This implies that the processing elements are connected in a network. Parallelizing
a problem basically implies answering the following questions: what is the best decomposition for problem or
data distribution and which communication scheme is best suited.
A suitable metric is needed to decide which data distribution and communication scheme should be selected. We will follow the definition and the abstract model of the parallel computing system proposed in
[17, 18]. We also choose the total execution time of the parallel program  as our metric in [17, 18]. The
total execution time  depends on two variables and system parameters
   ! "#%$'&$(")**&+-,.

where  is the number of processing elements and  is the data size.
In general the communication is described by a startup time / 0213!154 plus a pure sending time 6/*728:9;9 ,
where  is the number of bytes that is sent, and /*7<8=9>9 the time to send one byte. Now we restrict ourselves
first that our parallel computing system is Hoare’s Communicating Sequential Processes [16]. The platform
Parsytec’s communication model suits our assumption well. Furthermore, we assume that the action within
the sequential processes mainly consists of manipulating floating point numbers, and that the time needed
to perform one floating point operation can be described with a single parameter / 7<?7 . So based on above
assumptions,   can be specified as follows:
 @ +/ 7<?7 / 0<13=154. /*7<8=9>9A=B.CBDEBGF' ,.H

Finally it is assumed the parallel program consists of a sequence of cycles [2]. During a cycle all processors
first perform some computations and after finishing the computation they all synchronize and exchange data.
This program execution model is valid if parallelism is obtained through data decomposition. With the final
assumption,   can be expressed as follows:
JI
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M
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where
T 602K=LUV602K=LG@IXWY, , the execution time of the sequential algorithm, to be the execution time of the
parallel algorithm on 1 processor.
T

7<?7!O PZ  7<.?N7!O PQ / 7<?7 =B.CBDEBGF'[, , all calculation that can not be performed completely in parallel.
T

<7 8=9>9 \ 7<8=9>9 Y/ 0<13=154. / 7<8=9>9 !B.CBDEBF( , , the total communication time of all cycles of the parallel program.
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In this paper, we will focus on how to minimize  as a function of  and  and decide the corresponding
data distribution and communication network topology combination for PCGLS method. Here we assume
throughout that no preconditioner is used to verify the effect different parallelization strategies.
The left part of paper will be organized as follows. In section 2, we will present shortly our introduction for
the PCGLS method with IMGS preconditioner. And an abstract model for data distribution or decomposition
and communication schemes will be analyzed theoretically based on [17, 18, 28] in section 3. The comparison
of actual implementation and theoretical total execution time complexity analysis will be described based on
[17, 18, 27, 28].

2 PCGLS with IMGS Preconditioner
PCGLS with preconditioner ]

states as follows:

PCGLS.
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The PCGLS algorithm contains three distinct computational tasks per iteration
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W\2d# and assume that the matrix  has full column. Suppose we are
Let YPI(2(,* I
given a set of index pairs  such that  P and 2l,td implies that 2)g . The set  determines
which elements of the matrix f will not be retained in the approximate factorization, i.e.,  is the drop set.
Given these assumptions, we describe the Incomplete Modified Gram-Schmidt (IMGS) preconditioning technique fully as follows.
ALGORITHM
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Here a drop tolerance for elements  in f suggested by Jennings and Ajiz [19] is used, where the magnitude of
each off-diagonal elements & is compared against
¢ ¢ a drop tolerance / scaled by the norm of the corresponding
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M©
Y, inner
For the fixed parameter selecting pattern, besides the general computation which we need u 6

products at most, here we also need to compute  inner products for the drop tolerance parameter ¦ I;$  ,

and if 2l,d we even do not need to compute the inner products. So combining with the above situations,
we use the average number of them as the estimated number of the inner products in IMGS preconditioning
procedure. It also shows clearly that the choice of  , not surprisingly, can be crucial not only to the quality of
the preconditioner but also to the combined efficiency of the parallel implementation.
M©
M
Y, inner products, and u  
The IMGS preconditioning procedure requires approximately ª u  

Y, vector updates, and  matrix-vector multiplications. And a single iteration of PCGLS requires two inner
products, and three vector updates and four matrix-vector multiplications. So, the total execution time per
iteration is
©®
M
¨ M +
0:K:L Y,«Iq!WQ¬
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where we ignore the two divisions z s and s and the time for initialization if the number of iteration is large
enough.

3 Data Distribution and Communication Schemes
Based on [27, 28], three different data decompositions of the matrix will be discussed: row-block decomposition, column-block decomposition and grid decomposition. We will demonstrate in the paper that, theoretically
and practically, the row-block decomposition is much more efficient then the column and grid decompositions.
First we will present the basic parallel vector operations and their execution time complexity mainly based
on [17, 18].

3.1 Vector update operations
The parallel vector update operations can be performed in parallel. The computing time for the parallel vector
update operations [17, 18, 27, 28]:
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where ¯±^ is the ceiling function of ^ . It does not have to communicate data, so 7<8=9>9
°
part is a pure load balancing effect. From (3), we can know that:
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if the length of the vector is not divisible by the number of processor  , then some processors receive pieces of
P
P
b¥W . This will lead to a load imbalance, of which the effect is
the vector with size ¯ , and some with size ¯
°
°
presented by (4). In general, for large grain size, Y{[ PZO 72?N7 is very small compared with 602K=LZ{ .

3.2 Inner product operations
The total computing time for the parallel inner production operations is [17, 18, 27, 28]:
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where !7< is the time for a complex accumulate, the total communication time to send the complex partial inner
products resident on each processor to all processors. The !7<*O PQ is a computing time introduced by summing
the partial inner products after or during the scalar accumulation. It is quite easy to know that:
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There are two terms included in this part. The first term describes the summations in the parallel vector inner
product that can not be performed completely in parallel and The second term is the load imbalance term.

3.3 Matrix vector multiplication operations
The execution times for vector updates and inner products are independent of the decomposition of the coefficient matrix. But the matrix vector multiplication operations are the only matrix dependent parts of the
algorithm. So in next subsection, we will examine these operations in these three different decompositions
mainly based on [17, 18].

3.4 Decomposition models
From PCGLS algorithm, we can see clearly that it consists of the following three types of data: scalars, vectors
and matrices. All operations are performed on vectors and scalars. Therefore it is quite natural to define a
static decomposition of the matrices. This prevents that large pieces of the matrices have to be sent over the
network. We will present the matrix vector product for the following three situations based on the analysis on
[17, 18, 27, 28]: row-block decomposition, column-block decomposition and grid decomposition.
3.4.1

The row-block decomposition

The row-block decomposition is achieved by dividing  into blocks of rows, with every block containing ¯Q²
°
b}W consecutive rows, and assigning one block to every processing element. The total execution time
or ¯Q²
°
for this operation is [17, 18, 27, 28]:
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where 
the time needed for the vector gather operation. The non-parallel time PZ only consists of a load
*h[´
balancing term, and the only contribution to v7<8=9>9 is the vector gather operation.
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3.4.2

The column-block decomposition

The column-block decomposition is achieved by grouping ¯Q²
or ¯Q²
b\W consecutive columns of  into
°
°
blocks and distributing these blocks among the processing elements. The total execution time for this operation
is [17, 18, 27, 28]:
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where  is the time to accumulate and scatter the resulting vector, and  O 7<?7 the time to evaluate the partial


sums. Here the non-parallel part consists of a load balancing term and a term for the summations in the partial
vector gather operation. v7<8=9>9 is the communication time for the partial vector accumulate operation.
3.4.3

The grid decomposition

The matrix is decomposed in  blocks, which are distributed among the processing elements. The matrix 
also is decomposed as a grid. The total execution time for this parallel matrix vector product can be expressed
as follows [17, 18, 27, 28]:
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where 
is the time for the partial vector gather operation, E
the time for the partial vector accumulate,
h[´

and 
O 7<?7 the time to evaluate the partial sums after or during the vector accumulation. The non-parallel part

consists of a load balancing term and float-point operations that are not performed completely in parallel, and
7<8=9;9 is the time needed in the communication of the pre- and post processing steps.
The complete comparison of the execution time for these three different matrix decompositions is presented
fully in [27, 28]. Before we present the theoretical results, we should define this term ?80:0 ¸¹, as follows:
?N80:0 ¸d,«Ieº± 7<?7!O PQ Y¸¹,

M
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(5)

From the theoretical expressions, it is easy to know that if communication times can be neglected the rowblock decomposition has the smallest ?N80=0 . The term ?N80=0 is only introduced by evaluating the partial scalar
sum decompositions of the inner products. The grid and column decompositions also give rise to vector partial
sum decompositions in the parallel matrix vector products. This evaluation adds up to ?80:0 .
It also can be shown that ?N80=0 of the column-block decomposition is always bigger than that of the rowblock decomposition. For every interconnection scheme of the processing elements the vector accumulate plus
scatter operation of the column block decomposition [17, 18] involves messages that are bigger in size than,
at least equal to the messages in the vector gather operation of the row-block decomposition. So, as proved in
[17, 18, 27, 28], we can get the following relations:
728=?N4 9>P
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so that we conclude that
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¾

(6)

Similar comparison for matrix vector multiplication, we can conclude that the row-block decomposition is
much more efficient than the column and grid decompositions of  for any parallel computers.
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4 Theoretical Time Complexity Analysis
We will present the execution time complexity analysis of the row-block decomposition on a ring [17, 18, 27,
28]. We also will describe the row-block decomposition on a binary tree and a torus based on [27] which give
a fully theoretical analysis. The total execution time on the torus is higher than on the ring and binary tree
topologies. The last two are comparable. Furthermore our presentation will focus on the grid decomposition on
a torus topology.

4.1 The row-block decomposition on ring topology
If we assume that point to point communication of  floating points takes a time
E 8 -P 1 31 8 8 PG1YIg/ 0213!154
 h h 

then 

*h[´

M
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Y¸¹, , the time needed for the vector gather operation, can be expressed as follows [17, 18, 27, 28]:
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On ring topology, The expressions for !7< and !7<*O PQ in inner product operation can be described as follows
[17, 18, 27, 28]:
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4.2 The grid decomposition on a torus topology
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From the theoretical analysis in [27, 28], the execution time of the partial vector gather operation 
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and  *O 72?N7 , the time to evaluate the partial sums after or during the vector accumulation can be expressed as

follows [17, 18, 27, 28]:
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On torus topology, the complex accumulate  7<
is quite simple like [17, 18, 27, 28]:
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The derivation of the expression for the communication and non-parallel routines, as a function of the
system parameters, allows us to compare  of the PCGLS with IMGS preconditioner for two different parallelization strategies.
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Here we will compare PZ and 7<8=9>9
previous parts, we know that

of both parallelization strategies in some limited cases. From the
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If we assume that ýþ in case of a perfect load balance, we know from (10) and (12) that %PQ and R728:9;9 for
the row-block-ring combination and the grid-torus combination are comparable.
As long as / 7<.?N7 /*7<8=9;9 and / 0213!154 have the same order of magnitude, and ýÿ , the efficiency of the
parallel PCGLS with IMGS preconditioner can be very close to unity.

5 Numerical Experiments
The Parsytec architecture combines the state-of-the-art RISC processor PowerPC-601 and advanced transputer
communication technology and achieves top-end supercomputer performance with a scalable architecture supporting thousands of processor and offers a clear future upgrade path to PowerPC-604 and PowerPC-620 microprocessors. About the test matrices, we use the matrices from the simulation of the Elastic Light Scattering from
arbitrary shaped micron sized biological particles by using the Couple Dipole
method described in [18, 21]. In
¢
and we generate the right-hand side
this case,  is symmetric ¸ by ¸ complex matrices with ¸  W
vector consistent with a solution vector whose components are equal to 1.

5.1 Performance model
In [27], several kinds of parallelism at three levels support by Parsytec architecture is described. Four types
of communication and building some topologies are described as well. For hardware, the model parameters
/ 7<?7 / 0213!154 and / 728:9;9 depend on the hardware, on runtime environment and on compilers. Direct derivation
of these parameters from hardware specifications alone gives always too optimistic values. Therefore reliable
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numerical values of the model parameters can only be obtained by actual measurements on the parallel computers. The corresponding values have been described in [27, 28].
We have computed ?N80=0 as function of  and ¸ . The experimental results give ?N80:0 as a function of ¸ ,
for  equals 32 and 64, both for the row-block-ring and the grid-torus combinations. For very small ¸ the
grid-torus has a smaller ?N80=0 . However, if ¸ grows the ?8!0=0 of the row-block-ring combination is always
smaller than for the grid-torus combination. This was concluded in the previous section and also experimental
results. Due to the limited space in the journal space, we will present the detailed results in somewhere else. For
realistic problems the row-block decomposition implemented on a ring topology is the best choice for PCGLS
with IMGS preconditioner.
Also it is preferable to choose the row-block-ring combination from an implementation point of view because it introduces just one communication routine, namely the gather operation. PCGLS with IMGS preconditioner via a grid-decomposition contains more and more complex communication routines. Furthermore, if
you look at this issue as a user, the row-block-ring combination is also favorable due to its following important
advantage. The ring can have any number of processors, and therefore the maximum number of free processors
can always be used during production runs. These above mentioned considerations are in favor of the rowblock-ring combination. If the number of rows per processor is large enough the efficiency will be very close to
unity.

5.2 Performance measurements
We have implemented the parallel PCGLS with IMGS preconditioner, with row-block decomposition of  , on a
ring topology. These performance measurements are compared with the theoretical expectations for this derived
in the previous section. The preliminary results of the measurement of ¸¹, , the time per iteration as a
function of  and ¸ , and comparison of the results with theory. The detailed description will be presented in the
future due to the limited space here. It does gives the results for ¸ equals 64, 250, 496, 918 and WU eÂ-¬ .
The relative difference between theory and measurement is almost 3.5%.
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